At Family Hearing Care,
we understand the impact
that losing your hearing can
have on your enjoyment
of daily activities as well as
relationships.

Meet our
Audiologist
Dr. Kelsie Tomlin, Au.D.
Owner & Audiologist
Dr. Kelsie Tomlin, Au.D. is a Doctor of Audiology who
has practiced for over five years. She graduated with
a Bachelor of Arts in Communication Disorders from
Butler University in 2009 and completed her Doctor of
Audiology (Au.D.) degree from Purdue University in 2013.
After completing her studies, she spent three years
providing diagnostic and hearing aid services to both
children and adults within a large Ear, Nose, and Throat
(ENT) practice in Fort Wayne, Indiana. Following her time
there, Dr. Tomlin gained two years of experience working
in a private practice setting.

Hear the
difference
an Audiologist
can make.

Dr. Tomlin is thrilled to have the opportunity to take
over Family Hearing Care from a retiring audiologist.
Family Hearing Care has been the leader in providing
outstanding hearing health services since 2000.
Through a family-centered approach, Dr. Tomlin is
dedicated to the prevention, assessment, and treatment
of hearing loss to individuals of all ages. It is her mission
to connect those with hearing loss to their loved ones.
Dr. Tomlin continues this journey by staying current with
the latest innovations in hearing care and providing
state of the art technology to all of her patients. She
is licensed in the state of Indiana and specializes in
diagnostic audiology, hearing aid fittings, and tinnitus for
both children and adults.

We offer the best value
on advanced hearing aid
technology.

9am–5pm Monday–Friday
6770 W. Kilgore Avenue
Yorktown, IN 47396

Yorktown, Indiana
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Hearing Healthcare
Services
• comprehensive hearing
evaluations
• hearing aid consultations
• hearing aid fittings
• hearing aid adjustments
• hearing aid cleanings

Our Practice
Our practice prides itself on taking
care of each patient as if they were
our own family member to receive
the best possible hearing outcome.
We focus on continually serving the
hearing needs of our community
with dedicated hearing care. In this
process, our practice demonstrates
disciplines and values to ensure fair
and personalized hearing care for
each patient.

How do I know if
I have hearing loss?
Do you...
n Hear mumbling when people are
speaking to you?

n Have to ask people to repeat what they
said?

n Laugh at jokes even though you may not
have heard the details?

n Need to ask others about the details of a
meeting you just attended?

n Play the TV or radio louder than your
friends, spouse or relatives?

• tinnitus management

n Have trouble hearing the doorbell or
the telephone?

n Find that looking at people when

they speak to you makes it easier to
understand?

n Miss environmental sounds, such as
birds chirping or leaves blowing?

n Find yourself avoiding certain restaurants
because they are too noisy?

n Hear a ringing sound in your ears,
especially when it is quiet?

Our Commitment
Our commitment to patient care was
built around the mutual agreement
of honor, integrity and trust with
each patient.

If you exhibit these symptoms, you may
be suffering from hearing loss.
We recommend scheduling an
appointment with Dr. Tomlin for a free
hearing screening and consultation.
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